
 

 

A Shining Example: The Petromax Success Story  
Anyone who starts a business not only needs  courage, perseverance, skill and confidence, he or she must 
also exhibit a high level of adventurousness. It was precisely this that led today's Petromax Managing 
Director Jonas Taureck from Germany across Africa in an old Magirus Deutz, the iconic four-wheel drive 
lorry. On the way, in the middle of the desert, he made the discovery of a lifetime: The Petromax High--
Pressure Lamp. To this day, adventurousness is the feeling behind the successful business model of the 
renewed traditional brand. Today , Jonas Taureck  heads the Petromax Group together with his wife Pia 
Christin. In just a few years it grew from a start-up company to one of the leading suppliers of equipment 
for outdoor life and adventure.  

All started in the desert  

It is the year 2000. Jonas Taureck and his travelling companion are on their way to South Africa by land. 
Fine desert sand tickles the noses of the two young men from Germany. They have plenty of thirst for 
adventure and a never-ending supply of tinned food in their luggage. Repeatedly, their vehicle – the 
1963 heavy-duty Magirus Deutz – gets stuck in the hot sand of the desert tracks. The two adventurers 
must show muscle power to dig the lorry “Dieselhexe” free. In the middle of Niger, Jonas and his 
companion break down with their lorry. After yet another sweaty hour with the shovel, the colossus of a 
lorry has been freed from the sand, but it is still not moving forward. The engine does not howl as usual: 
The engine suspension has broken, and the engine has destroyed the alternator.  
In the middle of the desert the two face the challenge of finding another way to charge the batteries. In 
search of electricity, they reach a small village and believe to have  reached their destination, as the huts 
and the village square are brightly lit. In English and French, but more  through signs and gestures, the 
travellers try to communicate. Can they finally charge the batteries of the Magirus Deutz here? The 
residents insist that the village does not possess a power connection. What lights up the rural settlement 
here is not electricity. Incredulously Jonas walks  towards the bright light to inspect one of the lamps up 
close. And indeed, in vain he looks  for a power cable. Instead, he hears hissing and crackling and finally 
notices the smell of paraffin. So this is a paraffin lamp! At the time the university student had no idea 
that this masterpiece of German engineering would accompany him to this day and lay the foundation for 
a successful company. But first things first: They need to do everything to repair the Deutz and continue 
their journey.  

The resurrection of a traditional brand  

After the adventures of his journey on the African Continent, Jonas Taureck cannot let go of the memory 
of the evening in Niger. He is fascinated by the paraffin lamp and starts to do some research: The 
Petromax lamp was developed in 1910 by Max Graetz, eponym of the brand. Back then, when electricity 
was far from being available in every household, such bright light was a true innovation for a majority of 
the population.  

The clever Berlin commercial councillor Graetz secured the rights to the name "Petromax", in reference to 
his nickname "Petroleum Maxe". The High-Pressure Lamp quickly became a worldwide bestseller in 
various versions and was exported from Germany all over the world until the 1960s. Then the business 
collapses. Cheap copies are ousting the original. But the "Made in Germany" Petromax lamps are robust. 
Until today, they are not only used in remote desert villages. Especially at places  where reliable power 
supply is not guaranteed, the paraffin lamps with the impressive light output have been in use for 
decades. 
 
After his expedition, Jonas Taureck buys second-hand models at an auction and takes a closer look at the 
High-Pressure Lamp. He disassembles them into their more than 200 individual parts, puts them back 
together and is excited by the indestructible construction. A business idea is born! The student of 
business administration acquires old stocks from the German Armed Forces and resells sought-after 
individual parts , such as the mantles. The spare parts business is flourishing and his ambition  is spurred. 



 

 

 

Is  there even more possible? Six years have passed since that evening in Niger. Together with a fellow 
student the budding business economist takes the big step towards a new adventure. In 2006, he 
acquires the worldwide trademark rights from an international company, resumes production of the 
famous HK500 High-Pressure Lamp and revives the traditional brand.  
 
Tradition and passion taken ahead 

The Petromax lamp remains the same in its basic features – the proven principle of construction, the long 
tradition and over 100 years of brand history speak for themselves. The new customers are mainly people 
as Jonas Taureck himself: Adventure-thirsty travel lovers looking for indestructible and stylish equipment 
for true adventures in nature. The new trademark right owners are striking a chord with the times and are 
being rewarded for their investment with success. While Jonas' founding partner leaves the business in 
2009 to pursue other entrepreneurial interests, the Petromax lamp experiences its renaissance. Step by 
step, Jonas Taureck expands the product portfolio focusing on the new target group towards outdoor 
cooking, bushcraft and survival and his plan pays off.   
 
With sturdy cast-iron cooking utensils in various versions, grills, cooking places and a wide range of 
accessories Jonas Taureck and his wife Pia have made Petromax one of Germany's leading manufacturers 
of cleverly designed equipment for outdoor cooking and outdoor living. Pia and Jonas get to know each 
other during a programme at the Otto von Guericke University Magdeburg designed to help students to 
establish their own company. They become a couple. Just like Jonas, Pia is enthusiastic about a business 
focusing on light, fire and outdoor cooking. While working on her doctorate at the Chair of Innovation 
and Financial Management, she also helps build the growing company. In 2014, the business economist 
joins the management. Together, the two run the renewed traditional brand as a family business with 
over 110 employees and its own manufacture in Magdeburg as well as a tight knit retailer network of 
more than 3,000 sales points worldwide.  
 
Today, in a unique way the coordinated product range combines tradition with innovation .  
All Petromax products are characterised by the highest possible level of quality, durability and well-
thought-out details, preserving the true experience in nature.   

A version of the heavy-duty lorry “Dieselhexe” still exists today. The adventurous entrepreneurs use a 
younger model of the Magirus Deutz to exhibit new products from the Petromax World at trade fairs at 
home and abroad – when it is getting dark, in the light of the Petromax lamp.  
  

  

  
  

  



 

 

 

About Petromax 

Petromax is one of the leading German manufacturers of equipment for light, fire and outdoor cooking. 
For that purpose, Petromax creates an attuned and unique product range that combines tradition with 
innovation. All Petromax products are characterised by the highest possible level of quality, durability 
and well-thought-out details. The focus lies on experiencing true nature with traditional and yet cleverly 
designed equipment. Petromax distributes its products via an international network of specialist retailers 
with currently more than 3,000 sales points and via its own online shop. Petromax is headed by Jonas 
Taureck and Dr. Pia Christin Taureck.  
  
Petromax GmbH  
Sudenburger Wuhne 61   
39116 Magdeburg   
Phone:  +49 (0) 391 – 556 846 00 
Fax:  +49 (0) 391 – 556 846 01 
E-mail:  info@petromax.de  

Authorised managing directors: Dipl.-Kfm. Jonas Taureck, Dr. Pia Christin Taureck  
Entry in the Commercial Register: Amtsgericht Stendal (Lower Regional Court) HRB 13954  
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